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Introduction
No matter what kind of business activities you undertake on the
internet, there is one fundamental fact that cannot be ignored.
Whether you're promoting internet marketing products, or selling blue
widgets from a sales enabled website, you cannot hope to be
successful unless people visit your website.
However, having just anybody visit your site is not enough. In order
for your business to be successful, you must attract site viewers who
are interested in the product or service that you are promoting or
selling. In other words, your visitors must be targeted prospects.
For example, if you are the biggest supplier of blue widgets in your
locality, it is not going to help your business if everybody who visits
your site is only interested in buying red or green widgets.
Similarly, if your site is promoting an internet marketing product that
is related to selling on eBay, you’re not going to make many sales if
the people who visit your site are interested in advanced search engine
optimization techniques.
Of course, you do not necessarily want to stop people visiting your
site. Even visitors who initially have no interest whatsoever in your
product or service may be convinced to do business with you if you
have an effective sales page related to a product that they gradually
begin to see a use for. However, most of your sales and success will
be based upon targeted visitors landing on your site.
Keyword research is fundamentally important to the process of driving
targeted visitors to your website. They say that the success of your
business ventures online is predicated on how successful you are in
your keyword research efforts.
There are many different ways of undertaking effective keyword
research. ‘The Keyword Research Bible’ contains many of them. Many
of the methods that you are about to read of are free, and for most
people these free tools are more than adequate.
There are, however, some more advanced keyword research resources
listed later in this book that will cost you money. However, given the
importance of good keyword research to the overall success of your
business, any money that you spend on the best tools is always going
to represent money well spent.
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Why is keyword research important?
Keyword research is all about forcing the search engines to find your
website. The vast majority of people who search on the internet do so
using search engines like Google or Yahoo!, and you therefore need to
make these search engines find your site as often as possible.
Although things are rapidly changing, the search engines are still
overwhelmingly text based. In other words, they read the words on
the page, and to a large extent they ignore graphics and video.
However, Google in particular is very keen on ranking video materials
as well. This is indicative of another important factor about the search
engines, which is that they are constantly adapting their practices to
match ever-changing markets.
At this moment, however, search engines are overwhelmingly text
based search tools, so Flash or Shockwave videos on your site count
for nothing with the engines. This despite the fact that your human
visitors may love them!
All the major search engines use ‘algorithms’ to decide how highly they
will rate any website that they analyze. Such algorithms are essentially
programs (spiders) that can 'read' the words on your page, and then
index that particular page based upon what these words tell them the
page is about, and how they value it.
A properly constructed webpage will be focused on a particular
keyword or phrase. Making sure that this happens is the concern of
those who are involved in the art of ‘search engine optimization’
(SEO).
The first step in the SEO process is to find the keywords or phrases
that are going to be most effective for driving targeted traffic to the
webpage in question.
Secondly, the webpage will be constructed around that particular
keyword or phrase in order to make sure that the search engine
‘spiders’ realize that this is the phrase you want to be ranked for.
Keyword research must therefore be the most fundamental and vital
ingredient of creating a webpage that the search engines will visit,
analyze and hopefully love.
When a search engine spider visits your page, it is looking for the most
important terms you are using, so that whenever any web searcher
types the same term into the search box, the engine shows them your
site page. In this way, the search engine helps to send targeted
visitors to your site.
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It is, therefore, extremely important to use the correct and most
appropriate keyword term when building your webpage. Do this, and
over time you will be able to drive an increasing number of targeted
visitors to your site, and if you are selling a product or service, then
you will inevitably increase sales at the same time.
Starting big, and digging down
We have already established that the majority of people who were
searching on the internet do so by using a search engine.
There are, however, two different types of searcher:
•

The first type is somebody who is just looking for general
information and has no specific target or objective in mind. For
example, somebody who just wants to learn more about German
Shepherd dogs would most probably simply use the phrase
'German Shepherds’. This would do no more than indicate a
general broad interest in this particular breed of dog.

•

If, however, somebody searched Google or Yahoo using the
phrase ‘German Shepherd trainer in Kansas’, then they have
clearly indicated that they have a very specific requirement
which they are seeking to satisfy.
If you happened to be someone who ran a business training
German Shepherd dogs in Kansas, you would have every reason
to want this particular searcher to visit your website, because
you clearly provide exactly the service that they are considering
using.

The majority of searchers tend to begin their searching activities using
a very broad phrase (‘German Shepherds’) before progressively
narrowing it down to find exactly what they want.
This generally happens because the first search results page that they
are presented with does not provide them with the results or the
information that they are looking for. They will therefore keep refining
the search term that they are using until the search engine shows
them the webpages that contain the information that they really want.
For most people who are selling or promoting online, it is unrealistic to
expect the search engines to find their website when the searcher is
using a very broad generic phrase. This is because the broader the
search term is, the more results are going to be returned by the
search engine.
For example, using ‘German Shepherds’ as our search phrase:
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The Google search engine page shows that there are nearly a million
results for this particular broad generic term. It is therefore going to
be extremely difficult for any new websites to feature on the allimportant first page of Google results if they try to do so using this
term.
If, however, we were to use a far more specific term, then the result is
very different:

Clearly, it is not going to be very difficult to be ranked at search
position number one for this particular phrase, thereby guaranteeing
that anyone looking for a trainer in Kansas on the internet would turn
to you.
You might ask whether anybody is actually searching the net using
that particular term, and the answer is - apparently not now!
According to Google's statistics, more than 40% of search terms used
to query their own search engine every day are brand new. In other
words, in every 24 hour period, 40% of searches are run using
phrases that nobody has ever searched on before.
This indicates that even if nobody has ever used a particular phrase
before, they may well do so in the future.
You should not, of course, build a website around phrases that nobody
has ever searched before in the vague hope that they may do so
sometime in the future. If you website is your business, then acting in
this hopeful (or perhaps hopeless) manner would most probably
equate to commercial suicide.
The general point to understand is nevertheless still a valid one. You
should not try to compete for the ultra competitive broad generic
keywords or phrases, and should focus your attention on finding key
words and phrases that are more specific and indicative of potential
customers, as opposed to general information seekers.
This is the essence of effective keyword research. Whatever your
business is, you need to find the terms and phrases that people use
when searching the internet that best indicate that they are a potential
customer for your business.
This is what is known as the long tail keyword theory.
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Long tail keywords
The principle of the long tail keyword theory is that focusing on driving
visitors to your website using broad generic terms is going to be a
waste of time. Doing so is extremely unlikely to do anything for your
sales.
In other words, the search terms that are most popular are rarely
those that will generate the most business for a new (or even a wellestablished) web site.
It has been demonstrated by many studies that most business is
generated from the thousands of website visitors driven by search
terms outside the top 30 most popular keyword search phrases.
To take this a stage further, if you added up all the traffic driven by
keyword terms and phrases outside the top 30, it would amount to far
more visitors than those driven by the phrases that are the most
popular.
There also is likely to be far less competition for these long tail
phrases, which means that you have far more chance of featuring in
the top few results on the search engine pages.
Why it is so important to feature near the top of the search engine
results pages? This 'heat map’ produced by one of the best-known
companies in the 'eye tracking’ industry (EyeTools) should answer this
question:

This shows that most people look at the top left-hand side of the
search engine results page, which is where the top three to five results
are featured.
People's interest then clearly tails off as they move further down the
page and over 70% of web searchers never look past the first page of
results in any event.
The chances of your site being able to beat 983,000 sites from other
webmasters to get into one of the coveted top three places are very
slim.
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The focus of your keyword research must therefore be on finding long
tail keywords with which you have a chance of appearing in the top
few results on the first page of Google, Yahoo or MSN.
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Starting from scratch
Finding your niche market
If you do not have a web site or business that you want to promote by
building one, then you are effectively starting your online money
making ventures from a blank piece of paper.
This is not necessarily a bad thing, as it allows you to be flexible and
to follow the money. In other words, you are in a position to do your
research in order to come up with an idea where you can see that
there is money to be made, and then create your site around it.
The first step is therefore to come up with an idea around which you
can build your site and your business. This is known as finding your
niche market.
We already established that if you build a website based on a broad,
generic search term, then it is going to be extremely difficult to
generate sufficient quality traffic to make money.
Most marketers will look for niche markets around which to build their
monetized website. A niche market of this type is generally a small
subcategory of a subcategory of a broader category.
For example, ‘dogs’ would be very broad category, ‘dog collars’ would
be a subcategory, and ‘diamante dog collars’ would represent a niche
market, wherein people are looking for something very specific.

Any search term that shows less than 10,000 results when run through
Google would be a term that would indicate a niche market, one where
you have a reasonable chance of getting your site into the first three
or four results on the first search results page.
Uncovering your niche ideas
If you have no existing web site and no real idea around what you
would like to construct a business, then here is a suggestion that may
help to clarify your thinking.
Which is going to be easier to promote and sell? Something that is
'hot' and that everybody wants, or something that nobody has the
least interest in?
The answer is obvious, so if you are starting from a blank sheet of
paper, then it clearly makes sense to promote a product or service
that everybody wants or needs.
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While ‘diamante dog collars’ is clearly a niche topic, a more important
question is, how many people are actually searching the internet for
such a product?
We can check this very easily using the excellent free keyword
research tool at WordTracker:

As you can see, WordTracker in indicating that they cannot find
anybody who is actually searching the net for diamante dog collars.
Somebody, somewhere has probably searched this term at some point
(I just did, for example!), but what this is really telling you is that
there is not enough data to post any meaningful results.
What this means is that you should not attempt to build a whole new
niche website based business around this particular search term, as
you will probably not receive enough targeted visitors to make it
financially worthwhile.
You clearly need to look elsewhere for you niche market idea.
If you can brainstorm your own ideas, then that is always going to be
the most effective way of coming up with initial niche suggestions. If
you do things in this way, you will naturally come up with ideas that
appeal to you, and if something is of interest, then it is going to be far
easier (and possibly more enjoyable) to build a website around that
particular topic.
So, think about your life, and look around you. Do not discount
anything at this stage as potential niche, because you will be amazed
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at how some online entrepreneurs have managed to build successful
niche based sites around seemingly unpromising materials.
Think about what you did yesterday, or what you watched on the TV.
How about the stuff in the news and in the papers and magazines?
What was the last movie that you watched or the last vacation that
you took? What are your hobbies or interests, and how about those of
your family (sites that are aimed at youngsters can be hugely
successful when they are done right!).
Are there daily tasks that you struggle with, or something where you
seem to be uncommonly adept? If so, then why not tell other people
about it, and – if it is a problem or a difficulty – tell them how you
solved the problem.
The chances are that you are not the only person on the face of planet
Earth who has encountered the same difficulty, and, once you start
searching the net later, you will be amazed at how many others are
searching in the same places for the same information.
Never lose sight of the fact that when people have problems or
difficulties, they prefer other people to do their thinking for them! If
you can be the one who provides the answers or the solutions, then
why not do it?
There really is no way that anybody should find it impossible to come
up with a list of twenty or thirty potential niche topics in just a few
minutes.
If, however, you do not have a single creative sinew or imaginative
gene in your body, there are lots of places you can look at on the net
for niche market inspiration.
The first place to visit is the eBay Pulse page, which shows you what is
currently selling best and raising the most interest on the world's
largest auction site:
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On the left-hand side of the page, you can see the 10 most popular
searches on eBay on any given day. This is information that is updated
daily.
On the right-hand side of the page, you can see the most popular eBay
store sites. These are all popular for a reason, which is that they do
their job very well and are therefore a success because of that.
Always be prepared to learn from those who are evidently experts in
what they do, as there is never any point in trying to re-invent the
wheel. If someone is already doing an excellent job, learn from them
rather than trying to start all over again from scratch yourself.
Take a look at the top five stores to see what products they are selling
and what kind of promotional materials they are using, because
whatever it is that they are doing, it is working.
Looking again at the listing on the left hand side of the page, however,
you can see that the iPhone, iPod and the wii are all extremely popular
searches at the time of writing.
However, I know from my own experience that these are incredibly
competitive market places, and that it is going to be very difficult to
find niche markets using these particular products as a guide.
It is not necessarily impossible, just extremely difficult and probably
time consuming as well.
The results at number four and number nine are however extremely
interesting. Who would have ever thought that anyone would ever look
on eBay for car or auto insurance? The very oddity of this would make
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it something I would investigate further at some time in the future.
Not at the moment though, because we still have a niche to find!
Another site that I would visit to get an idea of exactly what people are
looking for on the net is Google Trends.
This site shows the hottest terms used to search the world's number
one search engine over the last 24 hours.
This page changes literally every day, and therefore you should not
make the mistake of trying to build a website around the number one
search term, as the chances are very strong that it will not be number
one in a couple of days.
The results on the Google Trends page tend to be heavily influenced
by current events and what is popular on the TV and on the internet,
so I would not necessarily automatically plump for what you see on
the first page.

For example, clicking on the most popular hot trend of the day would
show you this result:
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This clearly indicates that this particular search term has only become
popular in the last few hours!
If, however, you were to click on the 'more hot trends' link on the
Google Trends homepage, then you would see the top 100 recent
searches.
Click on any of the results on this page and you will be shown a very
short-term performance chart similar to the one above. This is of little
use to you, but try taking any term you are interested in and typing it
into the search box at the top of the page as indicated:

This will give you a much longer-term picture, one that is inherently
far more valuable, as it indicates whether there is enough longer term
interest in the particular topic to justify building a site around it:
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Another great resource for finding new ideas is Amazon.com.
Take a look at the Bestsellers section, whether it is for books or for
any of the other items that Amazon sell. This will show you exactly
what people want to buy, and, as we have already established, the
best business you could ever have is one that sells exactly what people
are clamoring to spend their money on.
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If it is a book, look for customer reviews. The more people who have
already reviewed it, the more interest that indicates, and the more
reason there would be to think about building a site around that topic.

Try reading an excerpt from the book itself.
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Is it something that you can empathize with and enjoy? If so, then the
chances of your being able to create a site that is genuinely worth
visiting and viewing is that much higher.
Remember that coming up with the niche markets that you are
eventually going to work with starts with nothing more than an idea.
Hopefully, by now you should be building an ever increasing list of just
such ideas. We are not, however, finished with idea generation just
yet.
Testing those ideas
Between your own ideas and all of the sites that we have looked at,
you should have been able to put together a list of subjects from which
you can dig down to try to find suitable niche markets that you can
target.
The next step is to move from broad ideas to a focused niche.
I am going to return to eBay to have a look at how we can discover
more about the 'xbox 360’, and see if there are any possible niche
markets lurking underneath that broad phrase.
This keyword on its own is likely to be far too competitive to even
think about getting involved in the fight. That should not really need
proving – it is self evident - but let’s just drive home the point from
the main results page of Google. Type 'xbox 360’ in and this is the
result:

Only 163 million results! It should be a breeze getting into the top
three for this particular key phrase then.
More seriously, of course, it is not even worth considering competing
with that number of websites.
So, let's go back to the free Wordtracker tool that we used earlier and
see what we can discover when we use 'xbox 360’ as our 'seed' search
term:
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As you would expect, the number one search term is 'xbox 360', and
we already know that trying to compete for this term is a waste of
time. So, let's start looking for a good market by working with the
second term shown, ‘xbox 360 cheats’.
Clearly, with 5365 searches per day this is an extremely popular
keyword search. However, this does not mean that you should
immediately start building a website around it. Before doing so, you
must establish what level of competition you would face if you tried to
attract people to your website using this particular keyword search
term.
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Okay, less than a million competing websites. Nevertheless, this would
still be far too competitive a term for a new site to become involved in
a search engine rankings dogfight.
However, it is still a search term that is generating over 160,000 site
visitors every month. The proportion of visitors to websites is therefore
reasonable enough to justify further investigation. This is where the
really smart keyword researchers start to earn their money.
You can clearly see that people have a massive interest in cheats for
the ‘xbox 360’ gaming system. Now, you need to think about that
information laterally, or 'out of the box'.
Firstly, click on the 'xbox 360 cheats' link in the Wordtracker table to
see what additional information you can gather:

From this you can see that people are particularly interested in
learning about free cheats for the ‘xbox 360’ system. You can also see
that they are looking for cheats for particular games.
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So, what do you know about specific games for the ‘xbox 360’ system?
Nothing? Me neither, but now is as good a time as any to start
learning!
Run a Google or Yahoo! search for 'popular PC games' or 'the most
popular PC games'.
When you get your results, check whether the games you're looking at
are available for the ‘xbox 360’. If they are, then try searching for
cheats by using various combinations of the game name, ‘xbox 360’
and the word 'cheat' or the 'cheats'.
For example, it turns out that one of the most popular games for the
‘xbox 360’ is currently 'Madden NFL 08'. It is so popular that it even
merits its own entry in Wikipedia!
Let's have a look to see if anybody is interested in cheats for this
particular game:

Over 40,000 people a day are searching for cheats for this game!
Leaving aside for a moment the question of why anybody would try to
cheat while playing a computer game against themselves, let's have a
look at the competition for this particular phrase:
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So, we have 65,000 websites competing to appear on the first page of
the search engine results for a phrase that is generating over 40,000
search requests every day!
This does not necessarily represent a real niche market - there are still
too many competing websites and searches being made to genuinely
call this a niche.
Nevertheless, I suspect that there is money to be made, simply
because so many people out there are looking for cheats for video
games.
Furthermore, given the proportion of searchers to websites for Madden
08, it would definitely be a topic around which you could build a
moneymaking website page.
Bear in mind that a site or webpage of this nature has inherent
disadvantages. If it is successful, it can only ever be so for a short
period of time. Madden 08 is going to be replaced by Madden 09 next
year, so the maximum life of this page could only ever be one year at
the outside.
Video games are a notoriously fast-moving marketplace, and it is
therefore highly likely that this game will be replaced by something
new even within a few weeks.
That being said, there is probably money to be made at least in the
short term, and I am never a fan of walking away from cash! What I
would be more inclined to do in this situation is to build a website
around ‘xbox 360’ cheats, and add and/or remove pages when
appropriate.
Your ‘Madden 08’ page could be the focus of your site for as long as it
was popular. However, as soon as it was replaced in popular
perception by another game and the cheats associated with it then
that would be the time to shift the focus of your site.
The main point to take from this is that whenever you find a particular
keyword or term that looks like it should be able to earn some money,
do not ignore it.
How to make money from such a webpage? Take a look at a digital
affiliate network site like Clickbank and see if there are any good ‘xbox
360 cheat’ related products, or you can attempt to create your own.
Otherwise, you could monetize your pages by showing Google
AdSense ads and try to generate revenue in this way.
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This is not, however, a niche site. It is far too mainstream for one
thing. The essential nature of a niche site is that it is something that
you can create and promote, and, once it starts pulling visitors and
money, walk away from, knowing that it will continue to draw visitors
and cash for some time to come.
A site built around Madden 08 cheats could never represent such a
thing, but it does nevertheless represent a way of making money from
a great keyword, and should not be ignored.
Continuing the niche search
Another great free keyword research tool is NicheBot Classic. Although
it actually takes quite a bit of the data it uses from WordTracker
(hence we went there first), NicheBot Classic presents it in a slightly
different way.
Let’s start from a random single term or idea – imagine that we have
an interest (fired by any of the resources that we were looking at
earlier) in Tibet.
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One of the most useful features of Nichebot Classic is its ability to save
you time in investigating how much competition there is for a
particular keyword or phrase. The figures are listed right there on the
right hand side of the page, in the columns shown as ‘Check’ in this
screen shot.
All of the terms shown above are likely to be too competitive, and a
quick check confirms this (use the Google competition ‘Check’ – this is
as good a guideline as you need).
However, scrolling a little further down the page, things begin to get a
little more interesting:

Goji berries?
It seems like quite a few folks are interested in them, and I would
guess that the second result for ‘tibet authentic’ is a spin-off from the
first one as well, so NicheBot is predicting a combined total of nearly
100 searches per day between the two phrases.
Let’s take a look at what more we can learn about Goji berries, and
how many other people want to know about them:

There are a few things to note here:
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•

First, there are only 1520 searches for ‘tibet authentic goji
berries’. That is exactly the sort of number that screams ‘niche
market’ at you.

•

Second, the top result on the left hand side of the page is from
Amazon.com! That means that you could earn money by selling
these berries from Amazon as an associate (affiliate), generating
a commission by doing so.

That would not necessarily be the way that I would recommend
making money from Goji berries, however, especially as Amazon will
only pay you a measly 4% commission. You are going to have to sell a
few truckloads of berries to make a decent living at that rate!
Another thing that you can see from the snapshot of the Google search
page is that there is an advert featured on the right hand side of the
page. This tells you that someone believes there is enough money to
be earned from advertising on a search engine results page that is
concerned with Goji berries to pay money to try it out.
Note that I say ‘someone believes’ that there is money to be made.
Too often, you will read advice that seeing advertising of this nature
categorically tells you that there is money to be made from this
advertising. It does not. That advert could have been placed there
yesterday as a marketing test, and the person who created it could
simply be seeing whether they can make money from their ad or not.
However, even this has one great advantage for you. You can let them
test the water for you. Keep an eye on this page for a week or so, and
see what happens. If the same ad is still there after that, then you
know that there is money being made from it, and that should help to
firm up your ideas about creating an appropriate website.
It might also indicate that you should advertise yourself once your site
has gone live to generate an initial surge of traffic.
If the ad is gone, however, then maybe the situation is not so clear,
although the reason that they were not making money (and therefore
pulled the ad) could be the result of many possible variables (poor ad
copy, badly targeted advertising, etc).
The next step if this is a totally new subject for you is to do your
research. It turns out that Tibetan Goji berries are supposed to be a
wonder health food that is rich in antioxidants, amino acids and
vitamins, so there is absolutely no reason why we should not be
promoting them.
Do we build a site exclusively based on Goji berries or not?
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If you are able to find a way to sell Goji berries themselves and make
a profit by doing so, then there is absolutely no reason why you should
not do so.
The potential downside of this is that you are focusing all of your
efforts on one single product, and the fact that there are only 1500
sites on the net referencing Goji berries at the moment tells you that it
is still a very small market at present.
The (more sensible) alternative would be to create a natural health
site, and make Goji berries a featured topic by creating a page
specifically referencing them.
Would that be an effective money maker?
Will this keyword make money?
We have already established that the secret of making money is
getting your site or page found when someone runs a search, and that
in order to do so, you need to appear in the first three to five results
on the first search engine results page.
The search engine spiders are pretty lazy creatures, because they
assume (quite rightly) that humans are all the same! They like sites to
have a name (the URL) that tells them exactly what it is about, and
the more clearly the name spells out the message, the better.
Having a site that carries the keyword that you want to rank for in the
URL is therefore a major plus point as far as Google, Yahoo! and MSN
are concerned. That generally means that it is going to be easier to
rank highly for that particular keyword phrase.
So, ‘tibet-authentic-goji-berries.com’ would be a great domain name,
as it contains the exact primary keyword that you are trying to rank
for. This would, however, drastically restrict the focus of your site to
the one product, and there may not be enough money in the Goji
berry market to justify that at present.
The alternative is to create just one page of your site to promote the
benefits of Goji berries.
In this case, the site may be called ‘best-natural-health.com’ and the
page Title would then be ‘tibet-authentic-goji-berries’. Thus, the URL
of this specific page would be ‘best-natural-health.com/ tibetauthentic-goji-berries’, and this would still be a powerful enough
indicator to the search engines as to what the page is about.
The rest of the best-natural-health site could be built around other
keywords that related to other natural products.
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Analyzing the competition
Using free tools
Once you have found an appropriate niche related keyword phrase and
decided how you are going to construct your site, the next thing to do
is to study and analyze your competition, because there is a lot that
you can learn by doing so. You do this for two reasons:
•

Given that your objective is to get into the top three search
engine results quickly, you need to know how difficult this will
be.

•

You cannot hope to make a profit from just one keyword phrase.
You need to have other keyword phrases driving visitors to
different pages of your site, so you need to build a list of such
words as quickly and easily as possible. The simplest way of
doing this is borrowing keyword phrases from other websites!

The first thing that you should look at is the Google Page Rank of the
pages that appear at the top of the search engine rankings.
Google PR is a measure of how highly rated any particular page is by
Google and, as that is the #1 search engine that you are striving to be
ranked by, PR carries a great deal of significance.
Head on over to the excellent SEO Chat site and use the Page Rank
Checker to see what kind of results you are going to be up against.
In the first instance, sort the page by ‘Page Rank’ as shown below:
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The top result (which is the page highlighted earlier from
Amazon.com) ranks a 4/10. After that, it immediately drops away to a
handful of 3/10 results and than 2/10.
None of these results should represent any major cause for concern,
because competing against pages ranked relatively low in this manner
indicates that you should be able to achieve a top ten ranking within a
few weeks.
You should then run the same test, but sort the pages according to
relevance. That will show you the pages that are most closely related
to the search term that you have input, which is indicative of the sites
that represent your closest competition for this exact search phrase.
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Incidentally, there is a whole heap of excellent free tools available on
the SEO Chat site. Make sure that you bookmark it, because it is one
of the most useful sites around when it comes to building your
keyword lists.
You have established that getting your site onto the first page of the
Google search results for this particular search phrase is not likely to
be too difficult.
The next thing to look at is what other keywords you can find that you
can use to drive visitors to your site.
Go back to the free WordTracker or NicheBot keyword search tools and
run a search for ‘Goji berries’:

There are quite a few more interesting search terms there, so check
the competition and, if the phrase looks like it might work (some
searches and not too many competitors), add it to your ‘Goji berry’
list.
Look at the excellent free Google Suggest tool. This program acts like
the predictive text feature that you see on many mobile phones. The
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tool tries to tell you other phrases that it finds from the Google
database that are linked to what you are typing in, and gives you the
number of pages that it finds as well:

We have already established that anything with less than 10000
searches is a valid term to work with, so there are a few other phrases
that you can work with here.
Take anything that you find from Google Suggest and dig deeper by
searching on that phrase too. ‘Goji juice scam’ looks like it would be
worth investigating further, both for information that could be used on
your webpages, and keywords.
Next, go back to your earlier SEO Chat Page Rank results and grab the
URL of a couple of the top sites that you saw (don’t bother with
Amazon.com, incidentally – it will probably not work for what we are
going to do next).
Look up Spyfu.com. Paste the URL into the box on the home page as
shown, and click through to see what results you get.
Even the free version of this site basically allows you to ‘spy’ on your
competition, hence its name. However, when you type in the site
name, make sure that you do not include the ‘http://www.’ part of the
domain name – do so, and you are not going to get any results shown!
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Scroll down the page and on the left hand side you can see some of
the other keyword search terms that this site is attempting to rank for,
and beneath that are listed the top competitors’ sites:

You can now take each of these sites in turn and see what keywords
they are using in order to achieve search rankings too.
Spyfu also tells you that this particular site des not appear to be
spending any money on advertising.
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Nevertheless, if you take a look at the Google AdWords Keyword Tool,
you will also get an in-depth analysis of all of the search terms that
this site is using, although (in this particular case) there is no data
about what the competition is like:

Here are the first twenty results, with an indication of search volumes:

Another excellent tool for finding out about the competition is
QuantCast, which carries data about over 20 million websites! Even for
those for which it does not have accurate data, it still makes an
estimate, which is extremely valuable information:
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This is super-targeting data. It is telling you that, according to their
best estimate (which I believe is based on the ‘Rank’ shown at the top
of the page), this competitor site receives 5672 unique visitors a
month, and that the main visitors are likely to be a well educated,
mainly Afro-American audience of over 55’s.
If you do not already know the answer, this information will certainly
help you to decide whether the product that you want to offer to your
target audience is going to work or not.
Knowing the number of visitors that a direct competitor enjoys also
enables you to assess whether a page that you create is likely to make
money for you.
Given that your intention is to surpass this competitor’s results,
knowing how many visitors they enjoy should give you a clear
indication of how many people are likely to visit your site in a few
months time as well.
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No free lunch!
Time or money?
The tools that we have been using so far cost you nothing in monetary
terms, but what they do cost you is time. There can be little doubt that
they are relatively labor intensive.
You know that effective keyword research is fundamental to the
success of your site, so you must do everything that you can to make
sure that you do the job correctly. This may well involve making
payments.
Here are some of the best paid keyword research sites:
AdSenseAdWords.com
AdSenseAdWords features a list of the best paying keywords according
to Google’s AdWords advertising program.
Basically, as the descriptive name might imply, if you are using a Pay
Per Click advertising program like AdWords, then every time someone
clicks on your ad, you pay.
It follows that the more expensive a keyword phrase is when using
AdWords, the more difficult it is likely to be drawing traffic to your site
using that term or phrase.
To get some idea of just how difficult:
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This tells you that there are 179 keyword phrases that advertisers are
willing to pay over $50 per click for.
Remember that this is not for a new customer sign-up or even
someone agreeing to join a mailing list. This is over $50 every time
someone actually looks at the advert in question!
It is somewhat hard to believe that anyone can really be making
money when their advertising is so expensive, but that must be the
case, otherwise they would not be doing it.

So, is there anyone paying to advertise anything that is Goji related,
and, if so, how much are they willing to pay?

This shows that there is over $2 being paid per click for all three Goji
related terms that are currently being paid for on the AdWords site.
That would indicate that there is money being made by the sites that
are advertising using these terms. After all, over $2 per click is not
cheap unless the conversion rates are justifying the spending.
You already know who the target audience is for this particular product
from QuantCast. Now you can also see that there are advertisers
willing to pay to promote their products to these people.
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This program is an excellent tool for additional research purposes,
because it indicates the main keyword phrases for your product, and
highlights how expensive it is going to be should you choose to invest
in paid advertising at some later time yourself.
The importance of such advertising is that it represents the quickest
and simplest method of driving traffic to your site and is therefore
something that you may want to consider.
What you should do now is check who is paying for advertising using
these phrases.

Take the URL of each of these sites in turn and run it through the tools
that we looked at earlier. This should enable you to discover exactly
what keyword phrases are being used to send people to Goji berry
related websites by the businesses behind these sites.
The best news about AdSenseAdWords is that there is a free trial
available at the moment which I would definitely recommend that you
should take advantage of. Doing so obviously presents an ideal
opportunity for you to test this excellent tool out to see how you can
use it in the future.
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WordTracker
We have already established that the free version of WordTracker is an
excellent tool. The paid version, however, takes that performance and
power up several notches.
In order to test the usability of the paid WordTracker version, it is
possible to take advantage of the free trial that they offer, but be
warned. It is only functional for two hours after they send you the
activation link, so be ready to go before your apply!
Let us imagine that we want to search for keywords related to acne.
In the full paid version, you open up the ‘Keyword Universe’ utility of
the site and go from there, but in the free trial version, just type the
base keyword into the first screen box:

and hit ‘Proceed’.
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The first thing that you have is the table on the left hand side of the
page. Click on the top word ‘acne’ and the table on the right then
appears.
In this trial, you are allowed to add up to 30 words to the basket of
key phrases that you are going to analyze.
However, at the bottom of the page (beneath the right hand table)
there is a note that tells me that there are another 85 results for this
particular word.
Click on any words from the right hand table that you want to analyze
to add them into your ‘basket’ of 30 words:
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Click straight through to ‘step 4’ as indicated:

What you see in the free trial is the results taken from MSN which, as
WordTracker points out, represent 9% of the market.
The main thing that makes WordTracker so valuable is the KEI
Analysis figures shown in the table. This is automatically doing what
we were doing manually earlier by taking a keyword term and
checking how many sites there were for it in the Google search engine
results (although WordTracker is using the much smaller and therefore
less authoritative MSN, rather than Google).
The top term shown is ‘acne cream retina’. What the figures then tell
you is that the predicted number of web searchers who are likely to
use that phrase in a 24 hour period is 59 and that there are total of
345 sites listed on MSN that are related to that search term.
Hence, the KEI Analysis figure (effectively representing one divided by
the other) is 499.
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You do not need to know exactly how his figure is calculated or what it
actually means. The important thing is that WordTracker suggest that
any search term with a KEI figure of over 10 is a good keyword to use,
so basically the top 8 terms here are all valuable and worth trying to
draw site visitors with.

Another terrific thing that you can do in the full version of WordTracker
is ‘dig down’ deeper when you find a phrase that you believe you can
use, to see what other keywords are ’buried’ beneath it.
We can take a look at what is ‘hidden’ under the phrase ‘acne cream
treatment’, for example, simply by clicking on ‘Dig’.
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Now we are really getting some great long tail keyword phrases.
While there are not huge numbers of people searching for them, what
you would do is try to create a site page that was optimized for several
of these search terms.
Using the full paid version of WordTracker allows you to build a
massive list of keywords, and using the KEI Analysis figures gives you
a very clear idea of which phrases you have a chance of making
money with.
That’s all of the good news – WordTracker is a terrific search tool - so I
would definitely recommend that you take the free trial and ‘play’ with
it. That is obviously he best way of discovering just how powerful it is.
Now, the bad news. WordTracker is not cheap, or more accurately
there are keyword research tools on the market that will cost you less.
Good keyword research is the single main factor behind having a
successful online business, so no matter what it costs, the best
keyword research tools are always cheap!
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There is really very little risk with WordTracker anyway, as there is a
30 day money back guarantee. What I would therefore suggest if you
are planning to use WordTracker is to use the free trial and the free
tool that we looked at earlier.
Use them in combination to put together an initial list of keywords and
phrases for whatever niche it is that you are interested in.
Then take a subscription for a week and spend the whole seven days
doing nothing other than researching keywords and phrases using
WordTracker.
Make sure that everything is prepared before you start, and aim for at
least five or six thorough searches per day. Do that and you should
have enough materials to go on for the next three months, and then
you can do the same thing once again.
NicheBot
One of the best features in the paid version of NicheBot is that it draws
its keyword research data from several sources, amongst which is our
friend WordTracker.
In fact, the paid NicheBot claims to allow you to search three of the
major keyword databases and that doing so gives you access to 295
billion keywords!
As a new version of the program has just been recently launched, it
also has all of the latest keyword research technology already
included.
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For example, Google are putting a lot of focus on ‘LSI’, which is short
for Latent Semantic Indexing. The idea behind this concept is that
there are some words that naturally go together, and that the spider
can assess how naturally a site has been constructed by reference to
this ‘twinning concept’.
If your site was about tables, then it would be natural that chairs
would be mentioned a few times on your pages. The Google spider will
search for this term and take finding it as a positive sign, whereas not
finding it would represent a negative.
LSI is becoming increasingly important and NicheBot is the first
keyword site that I am aware of that is already including it in their
search options.
There is also the ability to filter the keywords and phrases that you
discover through NicheBot using 16 different filtering criteria, and
there is also an excellent video based training library to enable you to
get started using the program effectively the moment you subscribe.
In terms of the cost, NicheBot is a site that you pay monthly, and
there are two different levels of membership available, both of which
are based on a system of credit that you buy (which never expires, so
that any credits that you do not use are automatically carried forward
for as long as you remain a member).
The ‘Lite’ version of the program costs $13.97 per month (equivalent
to only $0.46 per day) While the ‘Avid’ version, for the more serious
keyword researcher, is priced at $27.97.
Both versions of the program have a 14 day trial that will only cost you
$1.00, during which time you can do a awful lot of effective keyword
research! You should take advantage of this excellent offer to discover
more about what NicheBot has to offer!
Given that all of the WordTracker data is available through NicheBot
this would definitely be my paid keyword research tool of choice.
Keyword Analyzer
Keywords Analyzer is another excellent paid for program, one feature
of which I particularly like and use regularly.
Once you have built your keyword list, then you want to know as much
as you can about the validity of the terms that you have gathered.
In order to do this, you could take each query term and head over to
Google to check how many competitor sites there are manually, or you
can use Keyword Analyzer to do the job for you automatically.
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Before doing this, you should make sure that your list is cleaned of
duplicates and so on. There is an excellent free tool on the SEO Tools
site that this will do this job for you, as well as removing ‘bad’
keywords and those that are primarily numbers based.
Once the list is cleaned, set Keyword Analyzer to work, and it will go
and find all of the Google competitive information for every phrase on
your site, no matter how many of them there are.
One note of caution, however. Google do not always like it if you start
bombarding their site with thousands of information requests, and
have been known to ban people from using their site because of it,
albeit only for a few days.
When you are running a massive Google research campaign, you
should set it up using an anonymous proxy server of the kind that you
will find here. If this does not make a great deal of sense to you
because you are not sure what a proxy server is and what it does, take
a look at Wikipedia for the answers.
Keyword Analyzer is a one-off purchase that will cost you $97.
Spyfu.com
Like most of the other tools highlighted above, while using the free
version of Spyfu gives you access to some excellent information, using
the paid version allows you to ‘spy’ on your competitors so much more
quickly and efficiently.
For example, while using the free version enables you to see a brief
snapshot or the organic search terms that your competitors are using,
and shows you who the main competition are, the paid version gives
you hundreds or sometimes even thousands of the keywords that
other sites are using.
It also gives you many more data ‘levels’ so that you can dig down
deeper into the sites that you want to ‘spy’ on to see what makes
them effective.
This is obviously information that is extremely pertinent to you,
because once you know how other people are able to create sites that
are efficient money making machines, it becomes much easier for you
to do the same!
If you are not sure about whether spyfu.con is going to be useful to
your business, then you can subscribe for as little as three days for
$6.75, so that is what I would do so that you can get a taste of the
real power of being able to spy on your main competition.
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You know your business
So far, we have looked at how you go about building a monetized web
site from a standing start, a position where all you know is that you
want to start earning money online.
However, maybe you are in the position of already knowing exactly
what the topic of your site is going to be, either because you already
have a pre-existing business or have already come up with a terrific
idea around which you want to construct your site.
In this case, you are going to skip a lot of the niche finding that we did
earlier on and dive straight into putting together the keyword list that
is going to drive targeted visitors to your website.
We have already looked at a handful of the best there is to offer in
both paid and free keyword research tools, and the keyword research
methods that I have worked through in this book will apply just as
much to your situation as they do to any other.
However, before using these tools, I would recommend that you start
from a slightly different perspective. Begin by using a vastly
underutilized method of discovering keywords or phrases that you can
use to bring people to your sales enabled website.
If you have a website selling a product or service, then it is a
reasonable assumption that you know a significant amount about the
product or service that you are promoting.
The first thing you should do to start generating a keyword list is,
therefore, simply to brainstorm and use your own knowledge to start
building your list.
If, for example, you are selling diamante dog collars, then it is a fair
assumption that you will know considerably more about them than
99% of the population.
Who could be better positioned to come up with some basic keyword
phrases than you?
The temptation is to simply let computer technology do all the work for
you, but I would suggest that if you do, then you are shortchanging
both yourself and your business. No matter how smart or intuitive it
may be, no computer program could ever know your business as well
as you do.
At this point in your keyword research, you should not try to secondguess internet searchers by trying to come up with phrases that you
think people might use to search for your product or service. Instead,
what you should do is try to come up with key words and phrases that
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you yourself would use if you were a reasonably knowledgeable
potential customer for your product.
For example, if I was considering buying a diamante dog collar, I
would be interested in whether such a thing would be good for my
dog, or not. I might therefore come up with the phrase 'benefits of
diamante dog collars’.
At this stage, I would not be overly concerned as to whether this was a
realistic search term, as we will be filtering and eliminating many
possible keyword search phrases later on in the process of building a
viable and valuable keyword list.
So, grab a pen and paper or open up a text editor on your PC and just
write down every phrase or term you can think of that could possibly
relate to your product or service. The more terms or phrases you can
come up with, the better.
Let's say that you come up with 50 phrases or terms. That represents
a great start, and only after that should you start using computers to
do the work for you
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Conclusion
The ability to conduct effective and thorough keyword research is a
basic, fundamental skill that any serious online marketer or
entrepreneur must acquire.
Without a good keyword list, there is little or no chance that you will
ever be able to drive targeted, focused prospects from free organic
searches, which will in turn condemn you to paying for every lead that
you ever get.
Natural, organic search results are becoming a more important factor
on the net every day as more and more searchers use them in
preference to the paid adverts that the search engine results pages
feature.
Go back to the ‘heat map’ that we looked at very early in this book if
you want to see conclusive proof of this fact. The red hot part of the
page is very firmly focused on the top left hand side, because that is
exactly where the vast majority of searchers look when they are first
presented with a results page.
You are bound to miss out on the vast majority of your best and most
targeted traffic if you cannot appear on the search engine results
pages for those search terms that are most appropriate to your
product or services.
You can only hope to feature in the top three to five results if you build
your site around suitable long tail keywords and phrases, that is, those
that enjoy some visitors but do not show too much competition.
It is therefore no exaggeration to say that the long term success of
your business depends on you acquiring the skills and tools that will
enable you to do you keyword research properly.
This book teaches you the methods that you need to apply in order to
gain those skills and shows you where you can find the resources and
tools so that you are able to do the job properly.
‘The Keyword Research Bible’ gives you everything you need to be an
ultra-successful keyword researcher, starting right now.
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